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I. NATURE OF POSSIBLE OR PLANNED COLLABORATION AREA/TOPIC

A. Introduction

Software debugging has been regarded as one of the challenges in the field of software engineering. In practice, traditional
debugging needs extensive labor and time in order to locate bugs in a typical software program. A typical programmer needs
to set breaking points and execute the buggy program on several inputs. At the same time, he needs to examine the program
states and try to locate the cause that leads to program failure. Automated software fault localization has been recognized as
one of the approaches which could improve efficiency in locating software bugs. Dynamic analysis [1], [2], [3] is one of the
debugging schemes where software code has been executed with test cases (test inputs) to reveal potential software faults.
One of the approaches of dynamic analysis is known as program spectra. Program information such as the statements that
are executed in each test case can be gathered. These information can be used to rank the parts of the program according
to how likely it is that they contain a bug. Ranking is done by sorting based on the value of a numeric function or better
known as ranking metric applied to the data for each part of the program.

B. Proposed Solution/Research Idea

We have proposed to use a simple If-Then-Else (ITE2) model to understand typical program model. Using the simple
ITE2 model [4], we have identified an optimal metric, Op which can help locate single bug programs effectively as compared
to other ranking metrics.

We plan to explore possibilities of using available information such as pass and fail test coverage to help programmer
to locate bug effectively. One of the suggestion is by gaining insights and understanding of the test coverage and typical
software bugs exist in practice (industry). We also want to understand better on the behavior of software bugs in practice.
Currently, we have some existing datasets which mimic the real-world dataset. We plan to understand to which extent the
software bugs and test coverage of these datasets differ from the real-world (industry) dataset.

C. Collaboration Opportunities

We plan to explore and collaborate with industry which have existing projects (programs) currently been developed. By
using industry dataset, we hope to narrow the gap of the understanding on the difficulty of debugging faced by the practitioners
(programmers). This will also help us to investigate and propose approaches in locating bugs effectively. Eventually, we
plan to develop and test the proposed idea to a working tool to be used by the industry especially in the task of debugging.
By using these industry datasets, we could also further validate our existing ITE2 model and effectiveness of some of our
previous proposed approaches [4], [5].

II. ISSUES IN COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS

On distribution of activities, we will distribute the activities fairly according to the resources available on respective party.
For time/schedule mapping, we plan to draft out the schedule of all the key milestones which will be taken place to make
the collaboration a success. One of the main roles and responsibilities is to maintain the communication and discussion
which will take place constantly. Also, we are responsible to deliver and achieve the milestones as planned and agreed at
the first place. Collaboration ranges from sharing knowledge, exchanging ideas, incorporating ideas to work as a debugging
tool and also considering these ideas for submission to journal or conference.

III. PROPERTY RIGHTS APPLICATION AND OWNERSHIP

Property rights application and ownership are solely between us and the respective collaborative parties.
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